NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
Semi-Rigid Coax Cable Assemblies for Critical Applications

For critical applications of higher frequency, improved performance and or more stable operation, semi rigid cable assemblies are used. RF Cable Assembly division produces a variety of semi-rigid assemblies. Assemblies using .047,.085, .141 and .250 diameter cable can be manufactured to customer length requirements. Solid and conformable cable can be specified. Available connectors include 2.9mm, 7-16 DIN, N type, and SMA. Interfaces include male for all cables with female and bulkhead female available for selected cables. All cables are tested for electrical continuity with additional testing services available.

RF Connectors is a division of RF Industries (NASDAQ RFIL) a leading supplier of connecting solutions provided through its operating divisions: RF Connectors, RF Cable Assembly, Aviel Electronics, RF Neulink, RadioMobile and Worswick/OddCables.
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